
Bridge the Gap Between Design and Build with Prototyping
Services

Mobile systems prototype development is important, especially for OEMs to ensure all machine
requirements are met prior to the production stage. Without a prototype, production machines
can get out into the marketplace and potentially need field correction. This can get costly, not
only for the OEM, but also for the end-user. Business is difficult enough without having to deal
with errors that could have been caught in a prototyping testing phase.

We offer in-house prototyping services for complete mobile systems integration projects. When
you deliver your machine to our Mobile Technology Center in Greensboro, NC, we will outfit it
with a custom hydraulic and controls system that makes your machine perform and operate to
your customer’s satisfaction.

Some components such as hose kits, custom control panels, and custom reservoirs allow for off-
site prototyping. Our team can work with you remotely, and with 3D CAD models, we can
virtually develop a prototype for your equipment, without the need to travel or send in your
entire project. This enables your team to continue work on other aspects of the build, without
needing to halt progress while certain components are developed.

 

Do you know what to look for in a fever screening system? 

As we all get back to the “new normal” many are faced with the dilemma of how to ensure the
safety of their employees and patrons. Whether you operate a large manufacturing facility, a
hospital, a municipal building, an airport, or even a shopping center, you may be looking for
ways to stop infected individuals from entering your building. One way to add a layer of security
is to check the temperature of everyone as they enter the facility. There are, however, a
number of options on the market and you may not be sure which is best for you. To help, we
have put together some of the key considerations to look at when shopping for a fever
screening system.
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